Abstract. The problem of selecting nodes in unranked trees is the most basic querying problem for XML. We propose stepwise tree automata for querying unranked trees. Stepwise tree automata can express the same monadic queries as monadic Datalog and monadic second-order logic. We prove this result by reduction to the ranked case, via a new systematic correspondence that relates unranked and ranked queries.
Introduction
Querying semi-structured documents is a base operation for information extraction from the Web or semi-structured databases. It requires expressive query languages whose queries can be answered efficiently [8] . The most widely known querying language these days is the W3C standard XPath (see e.g. [10, 9] ).
Semi-structured documents in XML or HTML form unranked trees whose nodes may have an unbounded list of children. The most basic querying problem is to select sets of nodes in unranked trees. Monadic queries approach this problem declaratively. They specify sets of nodes in a tree that can then be computed by a generic algorithm.
We are interested in query languages that can describe all regular sets of nodes in trees. This property is satisfied by three classes of queries, those represented by tree automata [16, 12, 3, 13, 6] , monadic second-order logic (MSO) [16, 8] and monadic Datalog [1, 7] over trees. Automata and Datalog queries can be answered in linear time. They are satisfactory in efficiency and expressiveness, in theory and practice [11] .
Unranked trees are problematic in that they may be recursive in depth and breadth, in contrast to ranked trees. This additional level of recursion needs to be accounted for by recursive queries. In MSO and monadic Datalog, breadth recursion can be programmed from the next sibling relation. Unfortunately, this relation cannot be expressed in WSωS, so that traditional results on ranked trees don't carry over for free. Selection automata [6] reduce breadth recursion to depth recursion, by operating on binary encodings of unranked trees. Encodings are problematic in that they alter locality and path properties; furthermore the close relationship to unranked Datalog queries gets lost. Hedge automata [16, 12, 3] express horizontal recursion by an extra recursion level in transition rules. This syntactic extension leads to numerous technical problems [13, 7] that one might prefer to avoid. In this paper, we propose stepwise tree automata for querying unranked trees.
Stepwise tree automata are traditional tree automata that can either operate on unranked or ranked trees. They combine the advantages of selection and hedge automata. They model horizontal recursion by traversing siblings stepwise from the left to the right.
The algebraic approach behind stepwise tree automata yields a new systematic correspondence between queries for unranked and ranked trees. We elaborate this correspondence for monadic queries. We show that stepwise tree automata, monadic Datalog programs, and MSO can express the same monadic queries over unranked trees. We reduce this result to the case of ranked trees due to our new systematic correspondence. Specific proofs for unranked queries are not needed in contrast to [13, 7] .
The algebras of unranked and ranked trees
An unranked signature Σ is a set of symbol ranged over by a, b. An ordered unranked tree or u-tree t over Σ satisfies the following abstract syntax:
where n ≥ 0.
Unordered unranked trees were investigated in [14, 15, 18] . We identify an unranked tree a() with the symbol a. We write tree u for the set of unranked trees. The extension operator @ u : tree u × tree u → tree u for unranked trees is depicted in Fig. 1 . The extended tree t@ u t is obtained from t by adjoining t as next sibling of the last child of t:
Note that a(t 1 , . . . , t n ) = a@ u t 1 @ u . . . @ u t n with parenthesis set from left to right. Tree extension @ u is neither associative nor commutative. Let Σ @ = Σ∪{@} be the ranked signature of function symbols with constants in Σ and a single binary function symbol @. Ranked trees over Σ @ are ground terms over Σ @ , i.e., binary trees that satisfy the grammar:
We omit parenthesis as in the λ-calculus; a@b@(c@b@a) for instance is (a@b)@((c@b)@a). We write tree r for the set of ranked trees over Σ @ . Ranked trees can be constructed by the binary operator @ r : tree r × tree r → tree r which satisfies for all ranked trees t 1 , t 2 :
Unranked trees correspond precisely to ranked constructions with respect to the function c tree : tree u → tree r which satisfies for all unranked trees t 1 , t 2 and symbols a ∈ Σ:
The idea of this binary construction is known from Currying. An unranked tree describes an application of a function to a list of arguments. Its binary construction represents the Curried version of this function, receiving arguments one by one. We therefore write tree extension as function application @.
The set tree u of unranked trees over Σ with the extension operation @ u is a Σ @ algebra, as well as the set tree r of ranked trees over Σ @ with the operation @ r .
Proposition 1.
The construction function c tree : tree u → tree r is an isomorphism between Σ @ -algebras.
Ranked and unranked trees thus have the same algebraic properties and the same finite automata [17, 5, 14] .
Ranked constructions are binary representations of unranked trees. Previous approaches towards querying unranked trees rely on a different binary representation [8, 6] , which encodes first-child and next-sibling relations. An example is given in Fig. 2-b . The new binary construction, however, permits to carry over traditional results from ranked to unranked trees more systematically.
Stepwise Tree Automata
Stepwise tree automata A over signature Σ are traditional tree automata ( [4] ) over the signature Σ @ . They consist of a finite set states(A) of states, a set final(A) ⊆ states(A) of final states, and a finite set of rules(A) of transition rules of two forms, where a ∈ Σ and q, q 1 , q 2 ∈ states(A):
Stepwise tree automata can evaluate unranked and ranked trees, i.e. α-trees where α ∈ {u, r}. The α-evaluator of A is the function eval Stepwise tree automata A recognize all α-trees t that can be evaluated into a final state, i.e., eval
Proposition 2. A stepwise tree automaton accepts an unranked tree if and only if it accepts its ranked construction, i.e., for all A:
Proof. By Lemma 1 all unranked tree t satisfy:
As a consequence, stepwise tree automata inherit numerous properties from traditional tree automata, even if interpreted over unranked trees. Recognizable unranked tree languages are closed under intersection, union, and complementation. Emptiness can be checked in linear time, and membership t ∈ L u (A) in linear time O(|t| * |A|).
Example. We define a stepwise tree automaton A with signature Σ = {a, b} that recognizes all unranked trees with at least one a-labeled leaf.
Automaton A is illustrated to the right. It has three states 0, 1, 2 two of which are final: 1, 2. A successful run of A on an unranked tree assigns state 1 in a non deterministic way to a unique a-leaf and labels by 2 all edges visited afterwards. All other nodes and edges are labeled by 0.
a. An a-node can be the selected a-leaf: a → 1. b. Any node can be assigned to state 0: a → 0, b → 0, 0@0 → 0. c. The edge pointing to the selected a-leaf may go into state 2: 0@1 → 2. d. All edges visited later on may go into state 2, too: 2@0 → 2, 0@2 → 2.
In Fig. 4 , we show the unique successful run of A on the unranked tree a(b, a(a, b)) and on its construction a@b@(a@a@b). Both runs bisimulate each other. They evaluate the respective tree into the final state 2. 
Monadic Queries
Queries on unranked trees should correspond precisely to their counterparts on ranked constructions. This requires a precise correspondence between the domains of unranked trees and their ranked constructions. The domain of a ranked tree t is the set of its nodes:
Disjoint union A B can be implemented by {1}×A ∪ {2}×B. The ranked domain of a@(a@a) is then implemented by:
As usual in mathematics, we will abstract from this implementation and talk about disjoint unions as if they were simple unions. The nodes of unranked trees correspond to leaves in ranked constructions. But what do application nodes in construction trees correspond to? The example in Fig. 5 illustrates that they correspond precisely to edges of unranked trees. Every edge was added by some application step, and vice versa, every application step adds some edge. We therefore define the domain of an unranked tree as the union of its nodes and edges.
The last edge of t 1 @ u t 2 links the root of t 1 to the root of t 2 . Note that all nodes of t 1 @ u t 2 either belong to t 1 or t 2 ; the root of t 1 @ u t 2 is that of t 1 . . 6 . Definition of the correspondence on domains c dom .
The correspondence c dom (t) for an unranked tree t is a function between the domains of t and its ranked construction defined in Fig. 6 by recursion over the construction of t:
A monadic query is a function q that maps trees to subsets of their domain. This definition applies to ranked and unranked trees, i.e., for both α ∈ {u, r}. A monadic α-query q satisfies for all t ∈ tree α :
More general n-ary queries map to n-tuples of elements of the domain [2] . Monadic queries q on unranked trees correspond to ranked monadic queries c query (q) such that for all t ∈ tree r :
All previous query notions for unranked trees [8, 6] only talk about nodes. Our extension with edges, however, is necessary to keep the symmetry to ranked queries, the reason for the simplicity or our approach.
Automata Queries
In the remainder of the paper, we will discuss regular monadic queries. These can be defined by tree automata, monadic second-order logic, and monadic Datalog.
Here, we start with tree automata. We call a ranked monadic query q is regular if all q(t) are regular unary relations where t ∈ tree r . Let us recall the definition of regular node relations in ranked trees [17] . Given a ranked tree t over the signature Σ × Bool, and i ∈ {1, 2}, let proj i (t) be the ranked tree obtained by projecting all labels in t to their i'th component. For a monadic query q and ranked tree t let zip(t, q) be the ranked tree over the extended signature Σ × Bool with proj 1 (zip(t, q)) = t and proj 2 (zip(t, q)) = q.
Definition 2. A monadic query q for ranked trees is regular if the set {zip(t, q) | t ∈ tree r } can be recognized by a tree automaton. A monadic query q for unranked trees is regular if c query (q) is.
This traditional definition of regular monadic queries is simple for ranked trees but has drawbacks otherwise. First, it is not obvious how to compute such queries efficiently, second, it is not obvious how to express them in monadic Datalog, and third, the definition of regular unranked queries depends on the correspondence to ranked queries. Run-based queries [15, 6] with stepwise tree automata resolve these problems. We define them parametically for ranked and unranked trees. Runs of stepwise tree automaton on α-trees t associate states to all elements of the domain of t. Sequences of children in unranked trees are visited stepwise from the left to the right, while annotating edges to the children by states. See Fig. 4 for an example. More formally, let the head of a ranked tree be its root; the head of a non-constant unranked tree is last edge, and the head of a constant unranked tree the root:
A run of a tree automaton A on an α-tree t is a function labeling elements of the domain of t by states of A:
such that all transitions are licensed by rules of A. If t = t 1 @ u t 2 then the restrictions of r to the domains of t 1 and t 2 must be runs and the annotation of the head of t must be justified. Furthermore, annotations of constants must be licensed. These conditions are captured by the inference rules in Fig. 7 .
Lemma 2. Let A be a stepwise tree automaton and t an α-tree, then:
By induction on the construction of unranked trees. If t = a then eval α (a) = {q | a → q ∈ rules(A)} = {r(root) | r ∈ runs α A (a)}. For t = t 1 @ α t 2 we have eval α (t) = {q | q i ∈ eval α A (t i ), q 1 @q 2 → q ∈ rules(A)} which is equal to {q | r i ∈ runs α A (t i ), r 1 (head α (t 1 ))@r 2 (head α (t 1 )) → q ∈ rules(A)} by induction hypothesis. The definition of runs in Fig. 7 yields {r(head α i (t)) | r ∈ runs α A (t)}. A run r of an automaton A on an α-tree t is successful if r(head α (t)) ∈ final(A). Let succ runs α A (t) be the set of successful runs of A on t ∈ tree α .
Definition 3.
A pair of a tree automaton A and a set Q ⊆ states(A) defines a monadic query which selects all elements from the domain of a tree t that are labeled by a state in Q in some successful run of A on t:
Selection automata [6] similarly express queries for unranked trees, but rely on universal quantification over successful runs, and use a binary encoding of unranked trees in contrast to the definition above.
Example. Reconsider the automaton A from Section 3: query u A,{1} defines the set of all a-leaves in unranked trees. Note that no automaton query with a bottom-up deterministic automaton can compute the same query, since it couldn't distinguish different a-nodes. Proof. We first note that runs of stepwise automata on unranked trees and ranked constructions correspond. For all t ∈ tree r , we can prove:
The theorem follows from straightforward calculations. For all t ∈ tree r : 
Monadic Second Order Logic
We next represent regular monadic queries in ranked and unranked trees in monadic second-order logic (MSO).
The domain of the logical structure induced by an α-tree t is dom α (t). The signature R r for structures of ranked trees contains the follwing relation symbols:
The binary relations child 1 and child 2 relate nodes to their first resp. second child. Unary relations label a hold for all nodes labeled by a ∈ Σ. Furthermore, we permit the unary relations root and leaf. Logical structures for unranked trees have the following signature:
The binary relation first edge holds between a node and the edge to its first child. The next edge relation links an edge with target π to the edge whose target is the next sibling of π. The target relation holds between an edge and its target node. Let x, y, z range over an infinite set Vars of node variables and p, q over an infinite set Preds of monadic predicates. The logics MSO α have the following formulas:
where B n ∈ R α is a predicate with fixed tree interpretation of arity n. Note that the relations root and leaf could be expressed by the remaining relations in MSO α . We add them anyway, as they will be needed in monadic Datalog later on.
Let φ be an MSO α -formula, t an α-tree, and σ an assignment of variables into the domain of t and of predicates into the powerset of this domain. We write t, σ |= MSO α φ if φ becomes true in t under σ. Every formula φ(x) with a single variable x defines monadic query: [17] ] Monadic queries expressed in monadic second order logic over ranked trees MSO r are regular.
Theorem 3. Ranked and unranked monadic queries expressed in monadic secondorder logic correspond, and are thus regular; corresponding queries can be computed in linear time: , and the analoguous property for the back translation. We proceed by structural induction over formulas. The base cases contains the difficulty, the induction step being straightforward.
We sketch the proof for formula first edge(x, y) to illustrate the principles. Consider an u-tree t and a variable assignment σ under which first edge(x, y) becomes true. There exists a u-tree t 0 = t 1 @t 2 involved in the construction of t such that σ(x) is the root of t 1 and σ(y) is the edge from t 1 to t 2 . Since this is the first edge, t 1 is a constant. Therefore, in the corresponding ranked tree, the node c dom (σ(x)) is a leaf and we have child 1 (c dom (σ(y), c dom (σ(x))). The converse is proved in a similar way.
The case of target(x, y) is more tedious as it relies on the recursive lar(x, y) formula, stating that x is a leaf, whose last ancestor to the right is y. This means that y denotes the up most node with child Auxiliary predicates:
Logical connectives
Node relations 
Monadic Datalog
We next express regular monadic queries in Monadic Datalog, a logic programming language, and discuss the expressive power compared to automata and MSO queries, for ranked and unranked trees.
We consider monadic Datalog in trees without negation. The languages Datalog α have the same signatures as MSO α . The programs of Datalog α are logic program without function symbols, predefined n-ary predicates in R α , and free monadic predicates p, q ∈ Preds. More precisely, a program P ∈ Datalog α is a finite set of rules of the form:
where Body is a sequence of goals with n-ary predicates B n ∈ R α :
Every program of Datalog α can be seen as a formula of MSO α ; sets of clauses are conjunctions, clauses p(x) :− Body are universally quantified implications ∀Vars. p(x) ← Body, and bodies Body conjunctions of goals. We interpret programs in Datalog α in the least fixed point semantics over the structures of MSO α . For every program P ∈ Datalog α , predicate p ∈ Preds, and t ∈ tree α let T ω P,t (p) be the least solution of P over the tree structure of the α-tree t for predicate p. This yields a notion of monadic queries: 
Corresponding unranked queries can be computed from ranked queries in linear time; the converse is not true.
It suffices to encode ranked Datalog queries into corresponding unranked queries in linear time. The translation basically refines the encoding from MSO r into MSO u : roughly, a rule p(x) :− Body is translated into p(x) :− Body u . Conjunctions in Body u can be replaced by commas, existential quantifications can be ommited, i.e., replaced by implicit universal quantification in rules. Disjunctions as in the definitions of child 1 (x, y) u , child 2 (x, y) u , and root(x) u can expressed by multiple rules. Such a rewriting, however, spoils linear time. We can circumvent this problem following Gottlob and Koch [7] : we normalise programs of Datalog r into tree marking normal form (TMNF) in linear time before translation. TMNF programs have of forms:
p(x) :− q(y), B 2 (x, y). where B n is a n-ary predicate of R r . On ranked TMNF programs the reduction u can clearly be done in linear time.
The inverse translation can be composed from our translations so far, which are summarized in Fig. 11 . We first reduce unranked Datalog queries to MSO u , then to MSO r , move to ranked automata queries and then to ranked Datalog queries. The overall reduction has nonelementary complexity.
Note that we cannot specialize the translation r from MSO u to MSO r into a translation from Datalog u to Datalog r . The problem is that we cannot express the auxilary binary predicate lar(x, y). Its definition is recursive, but only monadic recursive predicates can be defined in monadic Datalog.
Corollary 1.
Stepwise tree automata, monadic Datalog, and MSO capture the class of regular monadic queries over unranked trees. This is a corollary of our correspondences between ranked and unranked queries and traditional result on ranked trees. All unranked automata queries query u A,Q can be expressed in linear time in Datalog u , by indirection over ranked automata queries and Datalog r . Unranked queries in MSO u can be expressed by unranked automata queries by reduction to the ranked case.
Hedge Automata
We finally show how to express monadic queries with hedge automata [16, 3] in linear time with stepwise tree automata. A hedge automaton H over Σ consists of a set states(H) of states, a set final(H) of final states, and set set of transition rules of the form a(L) → q where L is a regular set of words over states.
Runs of hedge automata H on unranked trees t are functions r : nodes(t) → states(H) that satisfy the inference rule in Fig 12. A hedge automaton H and a states(step(H)) = states(H) U a∈Σ,q ∈ states(H) states(Ha,q) rules(step(H)) = S a∈Σ,q ∈ states(H) rules(Ha,q) ∪ {p → q | p ∈ final(Ha,q), q ∈ states(H), a ∈ Σ} ∪ {a → p | p ∈ init(Ha,q), q ∈ states(H)} final(step(H)) = final(H) Fig. 13 . Hedge automata into stepwise tree automata set of states Q ⊆ states(H) defines a monadic query for unranked trees:
query H,Q (t) = {π ∈ nodes(t) | r ∈ succ runs H (t), r(π) ∈ Q} For translating hedge automata into stepwise tree automata, we need to represent all regular language L in transition rules explicitly. We use a sequence of finite word automata (H a,q ) a∈Σ,q∈states(H) over the alphabet states(H) to do so. Proof. Given an hedge automaton H we define a stepwise tree automaton step(H) by unifying all subautomata H a,q into a single finite automaton. We then add all states of states(A) to this automaton, and link them to all final states p of H a,q through -transitions p → q. We add rules a → q for all initial states q of some H a,q . The final states of step(H) are those in final(H), not those in final(H a,q ). The complete construction is detailed in Fig. 13 . It remains to show that every run of H can be simulated by a run of step(H).
